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This week’s learning has again focussed around 

the traditional tale of ‘The Three Billy Goats Gruff’.  

Phonics  

Literacy  

This week we investigated weight and developed 

the concept of using scales. To keep with our 

theme we placed balloons under an up-turned 

table, this was our bridge and tested how many of 

us could stand on it before the balloons popped. 

                               We then used some balance  

                               scales and predicted how many  

                              toy animals we needed to place    

                              in each side to make it balance. 
 

Numeracy  

 Tea with the 

Director  
Let’s see who 

had juice  

  and biscuits 

with Ms Beth our 

School Director  

this week!   

 
Malek 

El Serourgy 
 from  
  FS1B This week we have 

been recalling the 

characters and the 

events from our focus 

story.  We thought of 

some descriptive 

words to describe the 

Troll and the goats 

then made collages 

of the grumpy old 

Troll. We also made up our own characters 

and investigated how these could change 

the story: Would this change where the story 

takes place? What would happen? 

This week we have begun to 

investigate rhythm and rhyme 

and to develop our awareness 

of rhythm and rhyme in speech 

and spoken word. We had fun 

playing ‘silly rhyming soup’. We 

placed items that had rhyming names, such as 

hat/rat/cat/bat into a pot and mixed then up 

while we sang a silly soup song.  We played 

rhyming bingo where we matched pictures of 

items that rhymed - bug/rug, lock/sock, frog/

log.  

 

Note -  Next week we will begin the 

story of Goldilocks. On Thursday 28th 

we will be having a ‘Teddy Bear’s 

Picnic’ at lunchtime.  Children are 

asked to bring a teddy bear into 

school for the picnic. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dV10JUEWG38  



This week FS1H really enjoyed participating in the Billy Goat Gruff  

activities. Look out for that Troll FS1H!  


